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click the next button to
install the software.Q:
MySQL optimization for
java webapp I am doing

some exercises for my java
webapp. At one point I
have a cron job running

every x minutes which runs
on a mysql server. In this
job I do some GROUP BY

queries on data which are
big : about 20-30 Mbytes.
The problem is that the

queries run very slowly and
sometimes even stalls the
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cronjob. I believe the
bottleneck is on the
database, so I am

wondering if there is any
way to optimize the

queries without changing
my database schema. Is

there any MySQL
parameter I could modify?

A: You could use this:
SELECT * FROM

table_name GROUP BY...
ORDER BY... LIMIT...

OFFSET... FETCH NEXT...
ROWS... You need to be
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sure that you use only the
necessary columns (fields),
not the entire fields table.

If you have a particular
column or value that you
always use in this query

you could build a function
based on it, and use it

instead of the GROUP BY.
Another interesting trick is

to take a look on the
MySQL Workbench (which
comes with MySQL) where

it shows you how much
data will be returned for
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the query, how much
memory it will take, and

how much time it will take.
You can check this very
useful article for more

details: A: If you're doing a
group by and fetching it,

MySQL is not going to do a
very great job at

optimizing the code. I
would look into where the
slowdown is happening.

Perhaps it's the order by,
which could be using a sort

instead. I would also try
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getting rid of the group by
and just using LIMIT and

ordering on the count
returned. Q: How to select

data based on a
document's ID I'm doing

some JSON testing and was
wondering if there was a
way to select a document

based on its ID. All
documents contain a field
called "code" that contains

the document's ID. Let's
say I want to do a GET
request to this URL: {
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"data": { "Bingo": [ {
6d1f23a050
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